
PAPER BUTTERFLIES

How to Make a Paper Butterfly. Paper butterflies are not only dainty and chic, they 're also fun to make. Try your hand at
origami to create one or.

Be sure to bookmark it and come back over time! Make a neat crease. This would look gorgeous as paper
butterflies for a wall decoration at school or in the classroom too! All sorts of different paper butterflies..
Assembling your folder Paper Butterfly Glue the anntenae to the base of the first body piece. But I digress.
But we also have a great Simple Origami Butterfly for you. Find many more Butterfly Crafts here, as well as
our complete list of Paper Crafts to date! They are such a lovely craft for spring.. Cut off excess yarn. Repeat
for the left hand side. You could also use a clothespin instead of your fingers, especially if you are making
more butterflies. This paper butterfly is made from two parts. This how ever is still a great introduction to
origami for preschoolers or young children but also makes a great paper butterfly craft for kids! You have just
completed one butterfly wing! But I think it is fun for them to experiment with water colours. Paper Butterfly
Template. But it is a question of preference. And here is our full list of Paper Butterfly DIYs with step by step
instructions I have tried to order these butterfly crafts a little bit by difficulty levels! Make two of these! Turn
the triangle so that the long straight edge at the bottom. You should now have a smaller square in front of you
turned into a diamond â€” this is in fact also the beginning to our origami paper bookmark!! Fold the right
hand point up towards the top point. We had a young toddler all the way to Grandpa designing butterflies and
then brought it all together into this family activity! Fold both shapes â€” make accordion folds from top to
bottom. They make the most wonderful spring decoration and will look great on a spring bulletin board you
can have each student make their own butterfly. Last thing to do is to spread the folds a bit, so the shape of the
butterfly really shines through.


